With a constant focus on fulfilling our role as a corporate citizen, we are continuously
contributing to society in tandem with local residents and entities.

Our Social Activities

Working Cooperatively toward the Sustainable
Development of Communities
Contributing to Local Communities
Supporting the Reconstruction of the Tohoku Area
While reorganizing its operational platform in the Tohoku
region, the YKK Group is supporting the reconstruction of the
region through its operations. For example, the “MADO
(Windows) Shop* Tohoku Project” supplies window products
for residential use throughout the devastated area. We have
launched over 100 MADO Shops throughout Iwate, Miyagi
and Fukushima prefectures in partnership with local building
material distributors. Also, in January 2013 we provided
EPISODE sash windows for use in the construction of
“Kodomo-no-Mina-no Ie” (Playhouses for All Children) in
Higashi-Matsushima City, Miyagi Prefecture, a construction
project spearheaded by Tpoint Japan Co., Ltd. as one of its initiatives aimed at supporting children in the devastated area.
YKK AP is striving to ensure that MADO shops are able to
provide local residents with reliable window-related consultation services. In this way, we are ensuring that each MADO
Shop works to contribute to the earliest recovery of the devastated areas through the proposal of solutions aimed at
restoring the region as a great place to live.
Going forward, we will strive to help the hard-hit people of
the devastated region to regain happier living conditions
through the continued support of reconstruction.
* A chain of shops that directly sell window products to consumers, provide installation services as contractors and furnish relevant consultation, estimation, proposal and after-sale services.

Three Directly Managed Shops Established under the
“MADO Shop Tohoku Project”

Supporting Education for Future Generations
Repairing Broken Zippers for Free (Philippines)
With the dual goals of boosting its marketing profile and contributing to society, in 2012 YKK PHILIPPINES, INC., launched
the “Your s’Kool Kiosk: Zipper Mo, Sagot Ko” (“Your s’Kool
Kiosk: Your Zipper, My Treat”) project. Under this project, YKK
PHILIPPINES employees visit public schools in the Province of
Batangas to repair broken school uniform zippers. At each
school they visit, the project members try to repair at least
100 school uniforms. In August and September 2012, the
members visited four schools and repaired the zippers of a
total of 504 uniforms.

YKK PHILIPPINES employees repairing zippers at a school

Raising Safety Awareness at Elementary Schools (Italy)
YKK Italia S.P.A. recognizes that it is important to have children learn safety awareness as early as possible. Based on
this recognition, since 2011 YKK Italia has sponsored “Hikite
Design Competitions,” safety-themed painting competitions
for local children. The second such competition was held in
May 2012 with more than 80 artworks submitted. Five prizewinning submissions were selected by judges, who included
the famous architect Luca Villani.

MADO Shop Sendai
Bashonotsuji

Educational Activities in Concert with Forest Nurturing
In all of its business activities, the YKK Group has consistently
maintained its perspective as a member of local communities.
Based on this perspective, we are helping educate children
through such initiatives as regional revitalization assistance
and international exchange programs.
We are nurturing the forest on the extensive Kurobe
Manufacturing Center’s premises, aiming to recreate an
unspoiled “Furusato-no-Mori” (Hometown Forest), the natural
forest that used to thrive in Kurobe. In August 2012, a nature
education program entitled “Toyama Eco-Kids Tanken-tai” was
held at the forest, inviting elementary and junior-high school
students in Toyama Prefecture to participate along with their
parents. Participants toured the forest and adjoining biotopes to
observe the indigenous animals and plant life. After completing
the program, participants noted that it helped them see the
need to pursue an environmentally friendly lifestyle and have
more consideration for the creatures and plants around them.
To help children learn about environmental conservation in
an enjoyable way, the YKK Group will continue to host environmental education programs that utilize the forest growing
on the Kurobe Manufacturing Center premises in concert with
initiatives aimed at nurturing that forest. Also, the Group is
assisting a youth volunteer group consisting of children from
the local community by providing Group employees who offer
guidance on biological surveys and other activities.
While striving to develop our roots in local communities,
we will continue to provide a variety of environmental education-related assistance to help nurture the children who will be
inheriting the planet.
(Please see also page 25 for the details of environmental preservation
activities undertaken in the Kurobe River alluvial fan.)

Program participants
observing wildlife at
“Furusato-no-Mori”
forest

Biological map created
by program participants based on their
observations

Youth volunteers learning the importance of
aquatic conservation

Promoting the Healthy and Sound Upbringing of Children through Soccer
As a part of local contribution activities undertaken by the YKK
Group members in Asian countries, since 2007 YKK Holding
Asia Pte Ltd. has sponsored the annual YKK ASIA Group Kids
Football Clinic. In 2012, this event marked its sixth year and clinics
were held in two locations, Manila, the Philippines, and Phnom
Penh, Cambodia, over three days. Featuring three coaches from

Spain’s Real Madrid Football Club and with the participation of 30
local soccer coaches, the clinic provided some 250 children in each
country with opportunities to learn about how fun soccer is, giving
them the chance to join in a variety of soccer-related activities.
Going forward, the Group will continue to support the healthy
and sound upbringing of local children by sponsoring this event.

MADO Shop Yuitopia
Morioka
Poster for the Hikite Design Competition

MADO Shop Asaka Nagamori Koriyama
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